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EDITORIAL NOTE

It has been an absolute pleasure reading the submissions for the 
hearts window. All submissions had something unique about 
them, but the selected 13 pieces were chosen because of their 

boldness, confidence, and approach to language or form. As our 
deck enters into the 3rd phase, and we near completion, the 13 
chosen hearts pieces really help bring the deck so far to life. 

We hope you enjoy this wonderful issue and follow the fantastic 
writers featured. We also have an audio issue, and some of the 

featured writers will be appearing on our podcast to discuss their 
processes behind the crafting of these pieces. Happy reading! 

We also want to take this moment to thank the wonderful team 
of volunteers who helped make this issue possible. So a massive 
thanks to JP, Claire, Kinneson, Lisa, Ed, George, Alice, Charity, 

Rich, Beth, Carol, Millie, Christina, and Michael. 

Love, 

The Full House Editorial team x
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00:00 |The Snow of Night| 
AR Benjamin

|23:48| COUNODWTN ASW| 
Punctuation became her veins while caressing the tiled squares of 
understanding, lying flat & eager for breath inside space |a grey macbook 
pro Her fingers were magnets when stripped  from acrylic — orange 
& green & recyclable Like the letters zapped to the fridge/the Z, now 
swimming in her mahogany parquet floor [cracked] 

|03:56| RHE| 
She remembers the new mentors obtained via emails and yt — they, 
crudely unaware of  their own newfound positions| the lady with pigs tails 
for curls had said protect yourself; he,  whose eye would twitch at the 
word intellect, told her to trust him Both scurried she  should enjoy her 
time, for it would run quicker than a toddler’s first day at dulwich park! 
[Goodness!] 

|10:11| OUVIFREAT| 
It didn’t even occur to her to let it ring [Hello?] She heard her mother 
and mamma bodies conjoin The voices| a concubine of bottled messages 
savoured, ripped,  held, hugged , whilst found on the feet of night at shore 
when breaking to her daughter  grandma passed away yesterday night, 
there stood a yellow in the guardian’s voice;  

|12:01| HBITSRI OHSW| 
Feathers from the budgie now perch on top of dust that settles like seattle, 
without a mr  crane Spanish love songs waltz through the neighbour’s 
bleached porcelain walls, pushing visitors to the busied cooker, before 
easing its way in through the crack of her window| singing silver stars and 
screaming suns/ airblue doves and airborne roses standing, in the  snow
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Frangelico
婕 Venus Cohen

My soulmate stands up and he blocks the sun
Taller than the hazelnut tree—
Strong as the bark, sensitive as the leaf, delicious as the fruit

One sip of Frangelico will kill him.

We save the money to eat as a gourmand— 
Coursed menu, pre-fixe, fine dining, chef’s choice— 
I fervently inform the host of his allergy
And the waitress
And the sommelier
And fold my hands up in my head
And pray [I’m an atheist] that the word is passed to the chef

I stare at each dish with suspicion, anxiety— 
Convinced of some wrongdoing, what if a careless chef de partie
disregarded the memo, a careless mise en place scattered with hazelnut 
shells?

Every sauce is a villain.
Every garnish, a threat.

I sweat as he sips a bold red with notes of hazelnut and cacao
And look to his lower body for the hard, thick outline 
of his epinephrine pen.

I am an environmentalist.
But if it would ensure the safety of my soulmate—
I would burn down every last hazelnut tree.
   I would burn down every last hazelnut tree.
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Craig & Lucy
Sean Cunningham

Craig and Lucy love collecting refuse. They rummage through bins after 
dark in search of the most choice pieces. Craig likes paper and cardboard, 
and if he finds a functional, intact box – well, that’s the dream. Lucy, 
meanwhile, is always in search of hair. She doesn’t care where it came 
from, she just wants to keep adding to her jar. 

Craig and Lucy like to fuck in those industrial-sized bins around the 
back of the supermarket. It’s their thing. But they like to make love in the 
one behind the all-you-can-eat buffet, for the aromas. 

Craig and Lucy built their own house out of plastic straws and 
chewing gum. The windows are layer upon layer of cling film and the 
door is several old cat flaps. To prevent disaster, they cook outside in 
their improvised barbecue of a metal bread bin – does the trick. And their 
bathroom? Oh, their bathroom is to die for. 

Craig and Lucy have a child named NailNail, a beautiful child like a 
Giacometti sculpture. NailNail hates sugar but loves spinach, and does 
not share his parents’ fascination with rubbish. Instead, NailNail likes to 
garden. The soil of their home is rich in minerals and NailNail is wanting 
to enter the sunflowers for a competition. 

Craig and Lucy don’t know what they’re going to do with NailNail, 
the twelve broken radios, the engraved pendants, the patchwork rugs, the 
holey shoes, the bags and bags of pot-pourri. But they don’t need to think 
about that right now, do they.
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Hermit Crab 
Moving on and Moving up
Terry Dyson

           last crouch made smooth
                                pearl ringed
                                mush’d against snug    rest long pincers
                                ring out peepers
                                sand shovell’d rude
moving out
                                un-shell   shally un-slick
           along grittel
                                .Stalk Eyes.
                                dip  small for plump down
                                shell domes to fit mound-full
                                my clacks   ~ 
beachcombers
                                shade legs snaffle up our opaque sleeks

                                shunt shell to ear-dangles   purring out oceans
                                hand raid our demigod designs
                                pinch switch our black bobble brines 
                                .Stalk Eyes.
                                must scuttle link-quick-link-quick along 
moving in

                                jack up  shell-shape
                                orange purple  nipper quince
                                          clip hustle
                                crundle twist  slimp-scuttle
                                                inward    ~
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Mental Math
Lauren Frey

                           One year ago
                                       today,     we meet in that café

             at nine in the morning   and I wear that old coat
      I let you borrow
                              once before
         at midnight     to keep you warm
                                                     walking home in the cold.
                           One year ago
                         in eighty days,     we will be in our
                              last minute,     and I will hold your face
                                                      like it was not.

            One hundred days ago,     we spend our
                                  last night     together, rounding up
                                                      the idea of us. Was it just

                        thirty days ago,     we were back in that café,
                                                      where we found a way
                                                      to add up words for

               seventy-five minutes,     which is

                                      always     going to be
                                                      less than
                                                      enough.
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Cocooned 
J L Hall

Cocooned 

in the musk and mist 

of the showers after

Pregnancy Yoga 

these women

pose towels dropped

combing wet locks

dripping wrists 

flaunting Fitbits 

stomachs proud 

as doorknobs 

hard and oiled 

parading before 

my eyes too old

my heart too sore 

that door has closed 

these wombs

close enough 

to reach 

and shell

like peas. 
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All My Exes Ate My Breakfast
Kara Killinger

I’m finding it hard to hate my former partners. They’re out there, eating 
cheese sandwiches and staying up til 3am. They still have big dreams but 
forget to take their medication. Without me to nag about the state of their 
sheets, how many stains have made homes of their beds? 

I’m finding it hard to hope for future partners. They’re out there, eating 
olives for dinner. They are journalists and songwriters because I only date 
people I want to read. They’re making found poetry out of nutrition labels, 
watching beer cans pile up in the trash. 

I don’t think of myself as a great partner. I let sprouts grow from garlic. I 
pick apart lines of songs and check up on people too much. When I stop 
quoting your poetry back at you, the words get to breathe again. When I 
stop asking you to get better, you get a little better right away.

I want— I just want — someone who sometimes takes their meds, who 
responds to a third of my texts. A present partner: Close enough to sleep 
over, distant enough that I don’t end up alone in the kitchen years later, 
remembering the way they smiled while chewing the eggs I undercooked, 
the French toast I woke up and burnt just for them. 
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Dating Blind 
R. J. Kinnarney

This was a ridiculous place to meet. Why had he ever suggested it? ‘I’ll be 

wearing a black jacket and jeans.’ Yep, that really narrows it down. Only 

about seven hundred and fifty people to choose from now. 

David surveyed the packed pavements. He remembered when you used to 

be able to drive round the statue of Eros. That seemed like only yesterday. 

Which just proved that he was too old to be doing this. A blind date, at his 

age. Crazy idea. 

It was twelve years since Jimmy had died. Twelve years and he’d not 

properly looked at another man. Jimmy had been the love of his life. 

Would always be the love of his life. That familiar feeling of guilt mixed 

with betrayal rushed through him. But singing out over the top of it, he 

could hear Jimmy’s voice. ‘I don’t want to think about you sitting moping, 

when I’m gone. I don’t want to have to feel guilty when I’m at the biggest 

party where I’m going.’ 

David smiled at the memory. 

‘Waiting for someone?’ 

David looked up into the eyes of a blonde boy. Boy was right. Fresh faced, 

full of hope. 

‘I am. But a piece of advice for you: get a better chat up line.’

The boy walked away, mumbling about grumpy old blokes. Why hadn’t 

David been nicer? He’d been that boy once. Maybe not so blonde but 

definitely as gauche. He admired the boy’s guts. He’d never been able 
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to approach anyone, unless he was three sheets to the wind himself. He 

thought about going after the boy to apologise but the moment was gone 

and he’d never find him in this crowd.

David stood, put his phone in his pocket and slung his bag across his body. 

Yep, this really had been a crazy idea. He set off for the Tube. 

‘David? David!’ There’s something about when you hear your name 

being called that makes you turn round. You might have decided that 

you’re going home, you’re not going through with this but you can’t help 

yourself. So, David turned.

‘God, it is you. How the bloody hell are you?’ Before he knew it, David 

was in a firm hug. He felt all of his worries rush out of the soles of his 

feet. 

‘I’m good. How are you, Gav?’ 

‘Good, good, yeah. Listen, I was so sorry about Jimmy and everything. I 

feel terrible not being in touch but, you know, time had gone by and then it 

all felt kind of awkward.’

‘Honestly, it’s fine. How’s Canada? How long are you home for?’

‘Back for good, love. Listen, are you doing anything right now? Fancy 

going for a drink?’ Gav smiled and David was back to being that tongue-

tied youth. He heard the voice in his head and paused.

‘Yes. Yes, I do.’ 

As they pushed through the crowd, chatting and laughing, David and Gav 

didn’t notice the guy in black jacket and jeans sitting on the other side of 

the monument.
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Take a Nametag
Michelle Kulwicki

Hello, I’m.

Hello, I’m standing over the table with the IT’S BEEN A GOOD YEAR 

sign and wilted-looking mistletoe and splayed out rectangle stickers. 

There’s a black Sharpie gripped between my white-joint fingers, my palms 

are starting to sweat, and there’s you, leaning against the reception desk 

with a drink in your hands.

Hello, I’m nervous, I swear I can remember my name, I just don’t know if 

it’s a name that people associate with happy, or talkative, or friendly, or if 

it’s a name that people associate with office bitch.

Hello, I’m Rachel #3 because this office is huge and made up of 

millennials whose parents named them Rachel, or Jessica, or Amanda. 

(There are actually four Rachels here, but Rachel #4 never shows up to 

these sorts of things.)

Hello, I’m sorry I’m still standing here.

Hello, I’m anxiety, the kind that you take a blue pill for every single day, 

the kind that eats up passion like pandas eat up bamboo. Did you know 

pandas eat 40 pounds of that stuff every day? My seven-year-old told me 

that. I wish I had a blue pill right now.

Hello I’m overwhelmed, because I also have a six-year-old, and 

sometimes the two of them yell so loud I forget my own name. What a 

convenient excuse that would be right now. Do you care? Probably not. 

Sometimes I see you sitting across from me in the cubicle with the eight 
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Marvel Funkos and I wave but you never say more than Hey, how’s life? 

and I never say more than Well, I’m living, and then we both laugh a little 

and sit back down at our desks. 

Hello I’m lonely like the color green, not bright leprechaun green, but 

velvety-moss green. If you mixed me like oil paint then I’d be blue-

cobalt-and-a-smudge-of-yellow-ochre green. Sometimes you can find me 

wandering the woods, cradling five imperfect river stones in one palm, 

other hand gripped tightly around a stick larger than the six-year-old who 

gave it to me. Sometimes I’m looking at the sky when a little whisper 

escapes my wind-chapped lips. It sounds like fuck, it’s beautiful out here. 

Mostly, I’m here sitting at my desk wearing green socks. 

Hello I’m waiting to see if you smile with your teeth or just your lips 

when you look over at this table, and I’m waiting to see if I smile back or 

if I just pretend like I don’t see you. Once, I leaned over your cubicle and 

noticed the shiny, silver scar that lay across the knuckle of your pointer 

finger. I asked you what happened and you teeth-smiled and said it was a 

broken glass. I wished it were something more dangerous.

Hello I’m still waiting but you don’t look over at the table at all, just 

move further into the crowd and say Hey, how’s life, to Rachel #not-me.
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Counting the Steps
Terri Mullholland

In her dream she is counting steps. The stone is crumbling beneath her feet 

as she descends. It is the same dream she has night after night. She never 

reaches the final step.

On the bus to work the next day, she thinks about the dream. All 

along the high street there are boarded-up shops. She watches people 

shuffle past, pushing supermarket trolleys full of their worldly goods. 

They are the lucky ones; some just have bundles, wrapped in blankets and 

newspapers. They turn hungry eyes towards the bus.

She moved here a month ago to start a new job for the council. She 

goes every Monday to Friday to an office and stays there from nine until 

five. She answers emails with a copy and paste list of responses; all 

variations on ways of saying no. She is not allowed to say sorry, she is not 

allowed to apologise, ever, for what the council cannot or will not do.

The council building is at the edge of a housing estate. She looks out 

of the window of her office at the playground, long deemed unsafe for 

children. The roundabout is rusted to a standstill, red and white striped 

council tape wound around it. Someone has removed the seats from the 

swings so the chains hang down empty, swaying in the wind. She keeps 

expecting to see small bodies hanging from them. Sometimes, after a bad 

night’s sleep, she does.

There are other people. They all work for the Department of Building 

Management and Population Control. They nod at each other when they 
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make coffee in the morning or take their packed lunches out of the fridge 

between noon and one o’clock. Nobody speaks. Nobody discusses what 

they do. 

That morning, she has almost one hundred emails to which she must 

respond. To which she must copy and paste the council’s standard eviction 

notice, giving the tenants twenty-four hours to vacate or pay a sum of 

money that nobody has access to anymore. Not even council employees.

She scrolls through the emails. She has been told never to read them. 

The answer is always the same, whatever their mitigating circumstances, 

whatever their pleas. Sometimes her eyes snag on a word or two, usually 

she can move on, but today she finds herself reading them, reading 

the stories of hardship, the same words: elderly parents, sick children, 

nowhere left to go.

Her heart is beating fast as she selects the emails in batches of ten and 

presses delete. The first time she presses the button she feels a cold sweat 

creep over her, but by the fifth batch she feels exhilaration. When all the 

emails are deleted, she shuts down her computer. 

She closes the door to her office and locks it. As she walks down the 

stairs, she notices they are starting to crumble. 
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Brunch Truth Tables
Danny Scheyer

An AND Logic Gate needs two signals to send a positive response. You 

can’t brunch alone — people will look at you and think you’re damaged 

— an inherently unlikable person — a dweebus — the kind of individual 

who parks in a parking lot and wanders and wanders — never entering 

the store — perhaps they will wonder if one of your hands is a cybernetic 

hand that merely looks like a regular hand — you can’t brunch alone: it’s 

brunch law.

An OR Logic Gate sends a positive response after receiving a signal. 

When the anyone at the table tells the server to start bottomless brunch 

— at that moment in time — a 1.5hr timer is started — nothing can stop 

it — it does not matter why you showed up late — it does not matter how 

apologetic you are — the signal was received — the response sent — 

you’ve lost fifteen minutes — your friends think you’re rude: you drink 

faster to catch up.

A NOT Logic Gate turns positive signals to negative (and vice-versa). 

They changed the menu — you came here for hash browns — it’s home 

fries now — home fries are less work for the kitchen — home fries can be 

prepped and put on a baking sheet — hash browns must be fried to order 

— this is why hash browns are better — you wouldn’t have come here if 

you’d known they had home fries: this place sucks.

J
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A NAND Logic Gate sends out a positive response unless you get multiple 

signals. To start conversation, you shit on Bridgerton — you thought it 

would be a hot take — everyone agrees with you  —  Bridgerton sucks — 

they’re being so mean about it — people worked hard on that show — the 

costumes were nice — there were good moments  —  it’s a Shonda Show, 

what did they expect — you’re defending Bridgerton now — it’s not that 

bad: it’s bad.

A NOR Logic Gate sends a positive response when there are no signals. 

You’re facing away from the bathroom — you tell everybody else to tell 

you when somebody comes out — you’re nervous they’re not looking 

— you see them laugh — you have to close your eyes to laugh —some 

twenty-year-old-first-time-bruncher could be sliding into the four-foot-

long-pee-closet right now: brunch is not about waiting in lines.

A XOR Logic Gate sends a positive response when exactly one signal 

is received. When you go to the bathroom — to pee — for a second to 

yourself — to remind yourself brunch was your idea to begin with — to 

shake the booze into your legs — to make sure you’re not looking like the 

mess you know you are — to give yourself a pep talk — to check on your 

cybernetic hand  — to wander  —  to sneak in an episode of Bridgerton  

—  to poop — to cry: nobody can use the bathroom until you’re finished.

An XNOR Logic Gate sends a positive response if everybody sends a 

signal or if nobody sends a signal. If someone else plans brunch next time 

— fine  —  if not: fine.

J
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Doodle 
Jessica Taggart Rose

slightest brush
tail hair on bare leg

my attention turns

someone on the BBC
leaves me with

/ swinging catflap thought /

I skip French and off 
                                     to the beach 

here sunshine pops 
hypercolour pinks
while polyrockers with
candy-stripe puppet stand 
play at being pop stars
or hide under panamas
deckchair film directing

far out windmills do overarm
white sails billow for more sun

a couple 
                     dunk  
like 
            tea bags

in cold             sea

myriad blues 
jostle dazzlingly
 
“it comes on” says Watts
and Nelson rejoins,
“like love, like crazy fucking”

and I’m soaking in 
thin sun
skipping French
dune doodling

Q
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danse macabre
Jessica Tsang

this marble ballroom // windows streaked with rain // the echo of a piano // velvet curtains // the  
clack of heels // a slender wrist // clinking chandeliers // the sound of your breath // press your hands  

against mine // slowly // 1 2 3 // 1 2 3 // listen to how we move // like nothing // like ghosts //  like 
air // here // hand on my waist // i will brush back your hair // step back //  

listen to me // hold my hands // a breath shared // wide eyes // dip curve twirl // gasping // two  
pillars, colliding // marble raining down // candles flickering // a fire // both   

around us and within us // i have never wanted something more // the curve of your body // the flare 
of your hips // the pulse at your throat // your cupid’s bow // did i ever tell you  

i love you? // time flies // too late // the clock strikes dawn // us, two apparitions // stepping apart //  
will you remember me? // your mouth, opening // something like a voice // hands grazing //  

the ghost of a smile // cold lips pressed to my cheek // time // we have no time // the clock keeps  
ticking // until we evaporate // until we have nothing left // not even ourselves // 
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AR Benjamin
AR Benjamin is a London based writer-poet experimenting with intersectionality, space 
and time to construct socio-political thought-provoking works on spatial identity. She 
also enjoys song writing. Their non-fiction work has been published by those inclu-
ing the Cabinet Office, the Ministry of Justice and Department for Education. She has 
worked with the Chaucer Foundation and her poetry and playwriting has been performed 
at the British Library. In her spare time, you may catch them geeking out on Decadence, 
volunteering on schemes to improve inclusion within literary spaces or trying to book a 
hair appointment. She is a civil servant and works on projects promoting socio-mobility 
and positive mental health for the disadvantaged and vulnerable. 

婕 Venus Cohen
婕 Venus Cohen is a mixed, transgender creator. Their body of work explores the inter-
sections of surrealism and identity. Their writing and visual art has been published or is 
forthcoming in Boston Fashion Week, Serotonin Poetry, Fahmidan Journal, The B’K, 
and Nat-Brut. They are the founding editor of LUPERCALIApress, and assistant editor 
at smoke + mold journal. @hyfemme on Twitter.

Sean Cunningham
Sean Cunningham is a writer of very short prose and poetry, from Liverpool. His work 
has appeared, or is forthcoming, in publications such as Ellipsis Zine, Fugue, Sledge-
hammer Lit, Emerge Literary Magazine, and Bending Genres, among others. He can be 
found on Twitter: @sssseanjc

Terry Dyson
Terry Dyson has recently returned to writing after a long gap of children, dogs and “be-
ing there”. Open University had been calling out over the years, and once the plunge was 
taken, resulted in a Humanities degree. Creative Writing MA followed, and this course 
proved a catalyst for plenty of poetry and non-fiction writing. Apart from writing, Terry
works full time in the Devon based family business (of rural surveying), and loves hens, 
dogs, history and, when allowed, a little travel.

Lauren Frey
Lauren Frey (she/her) is a writer and consultant, currently living in Portland, Oregon. 
She earned an MA in English from Georgetown University, where she obsessed over the 
history of revision. Her writing can be found forthcoming in the Textual Cultures journal 
and in her storytelling newsletter, offtheshelf.substack.com. She can also be found on 
Twitter at @laurencfrey.

https://twitter.com/AirLondonWrites
https://twitter.com/hyfemme
https://twitter.com/sssseanjc
https://twitter.com/laurencfrey
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J L Hall
J L Hall’s fiction, non-fiction, and poetry is published in anthologies including 24 Stories, 
Tempest, A Narrative Map, AM Heath/TLC Reads, Rebel Alliance, Surfing, To Whom It 
May Concern, and A Wild and Precious Life, in The Mechanics’ Institute Review podcast, 
and online. She has won and been finalist in several international and national writing prizes 
including the I Must Be Off! Travel Writing Competition, the  Emerging Writer Award (The 
Bridge Awards) at Moniack Mhor, the Impress New Writers Prize, and the Lucy Cavendish 
College Fiction Prize. She lives by the sea in Edinburgh teaching, coaching, and editing 
creative writing. She is a socio-economically marginalised and disabled writer – she lives 
with Complex PTSD.

Kara Killinger
Kara Killinger is a writer from San Antonio, Texas. She hosts and produces The Tele-
scope Podcast, a space for young, emerging fiction writers to read and discuss their work. 
In her spare time, Kara enjoys taking long walks and hanging out with her cat, Taquito.

R. J. Kinnarney
R. J. Kinnarney is trying to make sense of their tiny corner of the world, through tiny 
pieces of writing and lots of reading. Currently working on a novel, which looks at 
attitudes to war, communication and prejudice. Their work can be found at 100 Words of 
Solitude, Funny Pearls, 101 Words, Southam Book Fest, Daunt Books, CaféLit; soon to 
be at The Hungry Ghost, Dwelling Literary and Pure Slush. Links to online and
print published works can be found at rjkinnarney.com

Michelle Kulwicki
Michelle Kulwicki is a mom, a writer, a musician, and a lover of mysterious wild things 
that go bump in the night. When not writing, she can be found wandering the woods 
in search of magic. Find more of her work at michellekulwicki.com or on Twitter at @
mk_writes_

Terri Mullholland
Terri Mullholland is a writer and researcher living in London, UK. She has a PhD from 
the University of Oxford, where she has taught English Literature and Critical Theory. 
Her flash fiction has appeared in Litro, Flash Fiction Magazine, and Six Sentences.

https://twitter.com/jlhallwriter
https://twitter.com/KaraKillinger
https://twitter.com/RJKinnarney
https://twitter.com/mk_writes_
https://twitter.com/Lesley_Cat
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Danny Scheyer
Danny Scheyer is a bag of bags under the kitchen sink. Sometimes, he writes. 
His Twitter is @JokesForOne

Jessica Taggart Rose
Jessica Taggart Rose writes poems on human nature, the nature of time and our inter-
actions with the natural world. Her work has been published in the Letters to the Earth 
and New Contexts anthologies,Confluence Magazine and Three Drops from a Cauldron. 
She grew up in rural Australia and now lives by the sea in Kent where she’s part of the 
Margate Bookie lit fest team and runs the Margate Stanza poetry group. A founding 
member of Poets for the Planet, she’s currently studying an MA in Creative Writing at 
the University of Kent.

Jessica Tsang
Jessica Tsang is from Hong Kong. Her work is featured or forthcoming in the Jupiter Re-
view, The Heritage Review, The Blue Marble Review and more. You can find the more 
interesting side of her on Twitter @JessicaTsa_g.

https://twitter.com/jokesforone
https://twitter.com/jessicatroses
https://twitter.com/JessicaTsa_g



